FAMOUS TOPIV SERIES!

- Easy to create new motion pattern with Mode Selection.
- Optimized mechanical structure.
- Body Attached Control and IMM Interface Box
- SPI and Euromap 12 Compatible Interface and Safety.
- Magnetic Handy Controller Back Plate for Butter fingered.
- Reliable high quality components, Festo Actuator and CE Certified.
- For 30 ~ 500 Tons Horizontal Injection Molding Operation.
- All Pneumatic Style Robot.
- 5 Different Size and 18 Different Models are available. (Vacuum, Rotation)
- Accumulated over 20 Years IMM Robot Manufacturing Know-how.
- Easy to Control and Maintenance.
- Handy controller shows all Input and Output with Current Status.

CE CERTIFIED
ISO 9001

LET'S TOPIV DO THE REPETITIVE JOBS FOR YOUR PROFIT!

HYROBOTICS CORP. (www.hyrobots.com)
5988 Mid River Mall Dr. Saint Louis, MO 63304
Famous TOPIV Swing Robots installed more than couple hundreds molders in North America and helping their productivity. Existing customers keep adding more TOPIV on their molding machine in order to pick more profit as well as adding more values.